
Dear Bert 

I would like you to know that I for one appreciate all those news letters you have 
produced for us over the years As one of the silent majority out there I did once send in 
a Terrell tale and attended one event, not much of a contribution I know, but it was not 
my cup of tea 
However your appeal has not fallen on stony ground this time although quite literally as 
it happens it has fallen on deaf ears   Stand by then for some half remembered  
revelations, perhaps best forgotten.  Open the hangar doors  

Jeff Gray   ex No 9 course (and No 10)

Early days 

 My early career in aviation was not without blemish  
About half way through Number 9 course I fell sick and had my appendix removed  
They did a very neat job of it at the hospital in Terrell but  Number 9  forged ahead 
without me and I was sent on sick leave until Number 10 caught up
I think it was after this that I got a new instructor  Although I never knew the exact 
reason he had frequent occasion to go to Dallas  and we would lobb in at Love field  
There I  spent my time in the coffee shop until he reappeared and we headed back to 
Terrell   I was booked in for two hours instrument flying on those occasions  Mind you 
it was not all time wasted I gained an easy  familiarity with traffic patterns that lasted 
the rest of my life 
Then there was the strange incident of the night flying
We were out at the satellite field where Gutteridge and I waited anxiously for our turn 
and for our instructor to put in an appearance He was late and when he did appear he 
was clearly not his usual self   I went first and we got ourselves airborne The weather 
was clear as a bell with a brilliant Texas moon doing its best to turn night into day but I 
became worried because my instructor had fallen strangely silent so after a bit I landed 
and taxied in  Gutteridge hurried out and together we got our man  ashore and into his 
car   I succeeded in phoning his wife and explained our predicament With the passage 
of time  I have forgotten her exact words but “Son of a bitch” comes to mind  directed 
as much towards my inability to drive a motor car as towards her husbands condition  
Over the next few days I fully expected the sky to fall in but nothing absolutely nothing 
happened unless you count a check flight with the chief instructor    I must have got 
something right for I got a new instructor thereafter or rather a series of them all pinch 
hitting until things settled and then behold I got Mr Mitchell back my hero from 
primary days  Now at last I could unpack my bag    I felt I was home and dry or very 
nearly 
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Much later

It must have been nigh on 35 years before I became involved again with Ab.Inito 
training  
I was employed at the time by a local airline flying out of the Gulf (for American 
readers that is the Arabian Gulf and for elderly Brits read the Persian Gulf )  They were 
dabbling with the idea of training their own nationals  to eventually replace the expats. 
such as myself and I got dragged in to advise 
The upshot was that I set off for the USA with a small hand picked team of experts on a 
pre- arranged tour of the flying schools starting in California then across the country to 
exit from Florida You may be sure that Texas featured large   
And the team? Well I had to take Frank as he was the company training manager 
dealing in everything except flight crew and he was an American with a clean driving 
licence and credit card never mind he spoke the language  His wife was already over 
there so he was keen   Then there was Abdul a bright young co pilot who had 
previously paid for his own training and so was much more recent than I was   If 
anyone wanted to talk to us in Arabic we were  covered  His wife Amina, an ex 
stewardess could not be left behind being so recently married  She was very keen.  My 
wife agreed to take notes and type up as we went the usual acting unpaid status of 
airline wives everywhere
In Calif. we made a bad start The first two were dawgs  Not their fault  They were at 
the budget end of the market dealing mainly with kids saving up and tackling things the 
hard way in stages money up front   I must have misread the ads. On day three we got 
lucky just what I was looking for hidden away in the Napa valley amongst the 
vineyards They had recent experience of foreign students both Japanese and Mexican 
and were all geared up  ready to go  The rest of the trip was fairly relaxed

And so it came about that I stood once again on the tarmac at Love Field and looked 
about me at what should have been a place peopled by ghosts waiting maybe for my 
old instructor to reappear   It was as if I had never been there The school was good with 
a great pitch they had even hired an Arab speaker an Egyptian for the occasion a nice 
touch I thought  Abdul however was not impressed Apparently they should have known 
the Arabic spoken in the Gulf was not that of the Nile delta

In Florida both schools we visited  were very busy They had lucrative contracts with an 
Arab country to train agricultural pilots Closer questioning revealed they meant crop 
spraying The students were not required to pass the civil FAA exams nor take an 
instrument rating The staff were very hospitable but not really interested   I thought 
about the fertile crescent and the surrounding deserts of Iraq and privately wondered 
how much spraying would be necessary  The team enjoyed the trips out to the orange 
groves and the Disney experience
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Back at base others took up the contract signing and the difficult bits
 Several of my colleagues were very scathing, but the cadets and the guys at  Napa 
valley came up trumps and the scheme was a success  I did promise to look in  from 
time to time in case they hit problems but somehow I got trampled in the rush and 
never quite made it   

Later still

One day Big Harry called me in   The ruler has asked for a charter flight, he said, and I 
have put your name to it   Now I knew at once that if it really was for the ruler himself 
it would never have got beyond the front office  I was right   It was the ruler’s son  He 
wanted to visit his opposite number in Tehran  The ruler was a most generous man 
rewarding even the smallest service handsomely His son was not of that school  
However that is not to say he was mean in any sense in fact he had arranged a present 
for the young Shah a pair of splendid Arab steeds The freighter company undertaking 
the livestock transfer had a day job ferrying fresh vegetables from the Med. No sooner 
had the horses been loaded and ready for takeoff then a snag arose The veterinaries at 
the receiving end demanded equine health certificates A straight case of looking a gift 
horse in the mouth The horses were unloaded and the freighter captain went back to the 
Lebanon for more lettuces during the delay When I asked him about the difficulties of 
combining mobile stabling and vegetables he muttered something about lettuces and 
horse manure being old friends We co-ordinated our respective flights the presents had 
to arrive first After several  false starts the vets gave in 

The young prince sat on the jump seat throughout the flight taking an intelligent 
interest
 I ventured to mention the mountain tracks in back of Tehran wonderful for riding, 
worn smooth by generations of pack animals He wasn’t sure if his friend was indeed a 
keen rider he hoped so but he did know  he was taking flying lessons   I felt it only 
right to offer an opinion   High level airfields where the air is thin and surrounded by 
mountains are not ideal for  beginners   Tell him you could arrange something better 
California maybe or Texas even 
We taxied in slowly and cautiously  The VC10 delightful in the air was something of an 
iron duck on the ground the long wheel base and high rear mounted engines giving a 
combination that could be awkward in confined spaces  There was a splendid turn out 
soldiers on parade a band ready to strike up and rows of dignitaries awaited his arrival 
I sat back in my seat to enjoy the show  
When it was over I went walkabout to assess the way out  Nothing for it but the illegal 
reverse or risk bandstands flying all over the tarmac The return trip was uneventful and 
back at base Big Harry seemed relieved and we awaited the call for a return
 Again the prince opted for the jump seat but he seemed quiet and not inclined to chat  
My impression was that he was concerned about something, maybe the visit had not 
gone as planned   Approaching Bahrain the tower called up to ask if we would take part 
in a trainee Ground Controlled Approach (GCA) in layman terms  a “talk you down”  
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They seemed a little startled when informed that the heir apparent  would be taking an 
interest and they best get it right   Indeed he did take an interest and brightened up 
noticeably When he left us he did the rounds thanking every one politely but I was 
right, no gifts, no handout and the crew members looked at each other, shrugged  and 
smiled 
 Win some, lose some    

Last Lap

Back at the ranch the times they were a-changing. We had a new ops manager in Peter 
Bruce-Souster  Like all new brooms he sought to make a clean sweep and succeeded  in 
making himself dead unpopular. Amongst other measures he tore up the pilots contracts 
and introduced new ones on a strictly take it or leave it basis 
 Meantime the Emir of Qatar  Sheik Khalifa Bin Hamad Al Thani in his role as quarter 
owner of the airline decided the VC10s were past their sell by date, and ordered some 
spanking new L1011 Tristars. The manufacturer must have seen him coming and 
equipped the aeroplanes with every possible mod  con. By a stroke of fortune, good or 
otherwise, a holiday charter outfit in UK had just gone belly up and so type rated crews 
were going begging. An enterprising member of the VC10 fleet managed to find a 
buyer.  The RAF, starved as ever for aeroplanes, snapped them up and he delivered 
them to the door for conversion to tankers.  At Heathrow the old blue funnel line were 
breaking theirs for scrap, in plain view outside the hangar known as the  North Pen. 
Big Harry decided on honourable retirement. 
Although aware of the adage about old dogs and new tricks I decided to stay on
 
Suddenly in Tehran all hell broke loose. The Shah and his family fled for their lives  
Their fair weather friends in the West appeared not to want them   Eventually Egypt 
gave them sanctuary.  Other lesser mortals, the expats and the oil men attempted to flee 
heading for the airports only to find them deserted  Our new ops manager rose to the 
occasion.  He took over the ops. room turning it into a war room with a battery of 
phones on his desk and his charpoy alongside Essentially the short haul fleet set off 
around the Gulf every morning on their various schedules, back around midday  and set 
out once again later in the afternoon   Souster pushed the two shifts apart and won 
himself a space   He despatched his volunteers into Iran  to where ever the refugees 
were congregating  The crews took over their own handling maintaining separation on 
the buddy watch frequency as air traffic control had ceased to exist carrying enough 
fuel for the round trip They packed them in carrying whatever they stood up in, men 
women and children  As the backlog built up in Bahrain the long haul Tristars took over 
carting them out nightly to the Med., where it being off season there were hotel rooms 
to spare. There was barely  time to get back and   ready the aeroplane for its 10 o’clock 
schedule to London   I took one such flflight to Athens  A bitter cold northerly wind (the 
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Bora) had set in “Take the blankets with you” I said On the tarmac the passengers 
refused to leave until I appeared and I overheard the chief purser tell his colleagues 
afterwards  “A kind of biblical scene resulted  They fell on his neck and kissed him” 
Only when the last refugee had been gathered up did Souster relax and dismantle his 
war room and go home for a nights sleep. No medals no mentions no honours came his 
way  One day the chief accountant appeared wearing a huge smile “The accounts I 
have just submitted are the best I have ever drawn up “ he said “The oil companies 
have paid  for every  flight,  top dollar charter rates and no quibbles” He was not a man 
given to smiles nor light hearted banter.  Later on the pilots found there were some 
negotiable points in the new contracts after all 

55
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Terrell Tales 
 
At the mid-term break for number nine course, Nobby and I thought we ought to see 
something more of Texas and planned a trip taking us as far as the border at El Paso.  
Hitch hiking our way, we started well. Out of Fort Worth a rancher and his wife took 
kindly to our  “see Texas from the ground up” idea and invited us home with them   
Not only did we get to see the ranch and the stockyards we got tricked out with the high 
saddles and cow-ponies and the daughter of the house came home to help Mom with her 
guests  We had to drag ourselves away. Nobby specially, seemed very reluctant  
Now running behind sked. we had to refuse the next invite from a peanut farmer and I’ve 
always rather regretted that. To this day I have never seen peanuts growing and when you 
think of the efforts made after the war by the British in East Africa it could have been 
useful  
Border towns, romantic as they may be, can be something of a let down but not El Paso. 
The USO took us under their wing and we had a great time We even managed a side trip 
over the border into Juarez although the Customs were wary due our lack of proper 
documentation    Once again time was pressing and we hit a snag  Nobby had his mind 
set on Forth Worth and the ranch there. Reluctantly I had to let him go.  
Travelling solo on a more southerly route I headed for Waco On the last stage another 
farmer and his wife squeezed me in  alongside them in the cab, which was preferably to 
riding with the chickens in back and though they thought me loco I declined their kind  
offer of a bed for the night and I was delivered right to the heart of town  
 
Just opposite I spotted the saloon. It was the swing doors that did it.  Although funds 
were low I could not resist. I ordered a beer and looked about me at the company 
Suddenly there was a strange commotion. I noticed my fellow guests diving behind the 
bar or hitting the floor A gang of armed men burst in not just armed men but lawmen. 
Some gesture was obviously called for and I slowly raised my hands towards the ceiling  
They bundled me outside into the Black Maria and shortly thereafter delivered me to the 
town jail  Time to reflect. That chicken farmer had got it to rights  However the overnight  
accommodation problem was solved. From time to time, I was joined by other reluctant 
guests but they were not talkative. When it got to my turn I nearly  succeeded in 
persuading them I was not an escaper from the local penitentiary but one of the cadets 
from Terrell only slightly off track  
In the morning, ungracious to the last, they ran me out of town    
Back at the camp I saw Nobby had made it  He was wearing a fine  pair of  fancy cowboy 
boots and the look of the cat that swallowed the canary  Others were streaming in with 
tales of Hollywood, film stars, stage doors and tea with Gracie 
 Mr Parker, adjutant and chief RAF factotum at Terrell, said nothing so maybe he did not 
get my distress call in the night. He was always the soul of discretion   

This may be the Terrel Tale that is refered to in the letter to "Bert"
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